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The Reference
1.1
The House of Representatives Standing Committee on Road Safety
presented its report. Tyre Safety, to the House on 11 September 1980.l The
functions of this committee were absorbed into the Standing Committee on
Transport Safety, first appointed in February 1985. The Transport Safety
Committee was not reappointed in the current Parliament. Instead, its functions
were in turn absorbed into the House of Representatives Standing Committee
on Transport, Communications and Infrastructure (the Committee).
1.2 Pursuant to the lodgement of a petition announced in the House of
Representatives on 30 November 1988, the House referred the following matter
to the Committee 'for consideration and advice' on the same day:
Whether confidential exhibits as referred to in Appendix 9 of the report on
tyre safety by the Standing Committee on Road Safety should be presented to
the House by the Standing Committee on Transport. Communications and
Infrastructure for the purpose of the House granting leave to a petitioner or
his or her legal representatives to issue and serve a subpoena for the
production of those exhibits to a court/

1.3
The petition and resolution are at Attachment 1. The petition states,
amongst other things, that Glen Fearnside is taking action for damages in the
Supreme Court of New South Wales against The Goodyear Tyre and Rubber
Co. (Aust) Limited for negligence arising out of a motor vehicle accident which
it is alleged was caused by a blowout of one of the tyres.
Reasons for Report
1.4
On 15 and 16 December 1988 letters were written to the companies
whose submissions were treated as confidential exhibits in the tyre safety
report.3 Each company was informed of the terms of reference of the Committee and asked to advise whether it had any objections to the Committee
presenting to the House the submission(s) of that company treated as confidential by the Road Safety Committee. Each company was also asked to specify
the nature of its objections (if any).

Australia. Parliament 1919, Tyre Safety: Report from the House of Representatives Standing
Committee on Road Safety, Par!. Paper 161/1980. Canberra.
Australia, House of Representatives l9SS,Votes and Proceedings, p.966.
Because of takeovers and mergers in the tyre industry since 1979 the letters were written to
the companies which now control the relevant 1979 enterprises.

1.5
On 2 January 1989 Goodyear replied requesting that confidential exhibits 36 and 39 not be presented to the House as sought by the petitioner. The
company said there was no longer a need for the release of the documents
because the solicitors for the plaintiff and the solicitors for Goodyear had
agreed to an out of court settlement.
1.6
Nevertheless, the Committee is required to report to the House. One
option is to report the changed circumstances to the House and seek its
guidance on the need for any further report. The Committee has chosen to
report on the reference from the House in the following way because it is of
the opinion that the reference raises several important matters of principle the
House could consider in relation to the release of confidential evidence taken
by parliamentary committees.
Reasons for the Reference
1.7
The tyre safety report says its inquiry grew out of concern at controversy
regarding the safety of steel-belted tyres for passenger cars. The controversy
developed in Australia in late 1978 following publication of a United States
congressional sub-committee report on the safety of 'Firestone 500' steel-belted
radial tyres..
1.8
The congressional sub-committee concluded that these tyres presented an
unquestionable risk of continuing accidents, injuries and deaths to the motoring
public and attributed 34 deaths directly to failure of this one brand and design
of tyre. Between 1972 and 1978 Firestone replaced some 4.1m tyres, representing 17.5% of production in that period, Increasing public concern about failure
of steel-belted tyres in Australia led the Road Safety Committee in May 1979
to conduct an inquiry to determine whether such tyres posed a threat to public
safety in Australia.
1.9
Chapter 4, Tyre Failure, is relevant to the Committee consideration on
the release of the confidential exhibits. After describing types of tyre failure
and their effects the Road Safety Committee was extremely critical of one
Australian tyre manufacturer in the section, 'design and manufacturing defects'.
These criticisms are made in paragraphs 154 to 157 of the report and these
paragraphs are reproduced at Attachment 2.
1.10 In paragraph 155 the committee states that statistical data on claim rates
for tyre failures were submitted by the local tyre manufacturers - i.e. Dunlop
Automotive and Industrial Group (Dunlop), Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co
Australia, (Goodyear), Olympic Tyre and Rubber Co Ply Ltd (Olympic) and
Uniroyal Pty Ltd (Uniroyal). The statistics provided by one manufacturer
showed a high claim rate in its initial period of steel-belted radial tyre
production. The rate was so high (though still less than that of the 'Firestone
500' in the United States) that the Road Safety Committee believed the
manufacturer should have taken some action to protect purchasers of the tyres

produced in that period. Given the high risk of failure, that committee
considered that the manufacturer should have recalled the tyres as soon as the
magnitude of the problem was evident so that its customers were no longer at
risk.4
1.11 The conclusion drawn at paragraph 157 of the report is as follows:
It is concluded that one Australian tyre manufacturer acted irresponsibly in
not recalling tyres produced in the initial stages of its steel-belted radial
production which, the manufacturer knew, were failing at an unacceptably
high rate and were thus placing many people at risk.

1.12 The petition quotes paragraph 157 and says later that in order to
conduct the hearing of the claim for damages properly and adequately 'it shall
be necessary to adduce evidence tending to show matters such as the identity of
the "one Australian tyre manufacturer" which acted irresponsibly in failing to
recall tyres'.
1.13 It is clear that production of the confidential exhibits was expected to
assist in proving the accuracy of paragraph 157 and in identifying Goodyear as
the manufacturer the tyre safety report said acted irresponsibly.
1.14 Subsection 16(4) of the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 prevents the
admission of the confidential exhibits in court proceedings unless the House
gives its permission for this to happen. The subsection states that:
(4) A court or tribunal shall not (a) require to be produced, or admit into evidence, a document that
has been prepared for the purpose of submission, and submitted,
to a House or a committee and has been directed by a House or a
committee to be treated as evidence taken in camera, or admit
evidence relating to such a document; or
(b) admit evidence concerning any oral evidence taken by a House or
a committee in camera or require to be produced or admit into
evidence a document recording or reporting any such oral evidence, unless a House or a committee has published, or
authorised the publication of, that document or a report of that
oral evidence,

4

Par!. Paper [61/1980, pp.xix. and pp-48-51 for paragraphs 1.7 to 1.1(1.

The Confidential Exhibits
1.15 Appendix 9 of the tyre safety report (the appendix is reproduced as
Attachment 3) lists and describes 45 exhibits. Of these 13 are marked as
confidential. To these should be added exhibit 26 which, although not identified
as confidential in the report, is so identified in the minutes of proceedings of
5 December 1979 of the Road Safety Committee.
1.16 The key exhibits are 44 (Dunlop), 47 (Olympic). 48 (Uniroyal) and
49 (Goodyear) because these are the only exhibits which contain the statistics
that could identify the irresponsible Australian manufacturer the tyre safety
report refers to but does not name. These statistics were supplied in response
to fetters of 27 March 1980 from the chairman of the Road Safety Committee
(Hon R C Katter, MP) to the 4 Australian tyre manufacturers. The letters said
that the 'statistics supplied in your response will be treated as confidential'. A
copy of the letter is at Attachment 4.
Structure of Report
1.17 On 13 December 1988 Snedden, Hall and Gallop, a Canberra firm of
barristers and solicitors, wrote to the Committee Chairman (Mr J Saunderson,
MP) saying that its principals wished to confine the request for release of
confidential documents to those documents forming exhibits 36 and 49. These
are the Goodyear exhibits. The Committee has received its reference from the
House and unless the House changes the terms of that reference the Committee cannot restrict its advice to exhibits 36 and 39.
1.18 In this report the Committee will concentrate its attention on key
exhibits 44,47,48 and 49. This is because they are the only exhibits relevant to
the court case because they were the only exhibits that contain the statistical
information on which paragraph 157 of the tyre safety report could be based,
Further, they were the only exhibits for which the prior undertaking of
confidentiality was given and were brought into existence solely for the purpose
of the tyre safety inquiry but this could also apply to some of the other
exhibits.

Identification of Issues: General Propositions
2.19 The question the Committee has been asked to consider and provide
advice to the House about is whether the confidential exhibits so described in
Appendix 9 of the tyre safety report should be presented to the House by the
Committee for the purpose of the documents subsequently being produced in a
court. This requires weighing up the disadvantages of releasing the documents
with consequential adverse effects on parliamentary committees with the advantages as they affect the interests of justice,
2.20 The release to the courts for their use of documents submitted to a
parliamentary committee on a confidential basis or evidence taken by a committee is tied closely to the protection of witnesses. Standing Order 362 of the
House of Representatives states that:
Ail witnesses examined before the House, or any committee thereof, are
entitled to the protection of the House in respect of anything that may be
said by them in their evidence.

2.21 The basic reason why protection is afforded to witnesses is for greater
effectiveness in the working of parliamentary committees.5 People with a full
knowledge that whatever they say or present will not be used against them
open their minds freely and could even disclose something prejudicial to their
own interests.11 This protection is given by taking evidence in camera and
treating documents as confidential. House of Representatives Practice gives
reasons for taking evidence in camera (it also says the reasons apply equally to
requests for not publishing documents). Evidence which committees could take
in camera and not publish because of adverse effects on the witness include
evidence which might incriminate the witness, classified material and evidence
which may bring advantage to a witnesses' prospective adversary in litigation.
2.22 With reference to the last example House of Representatives Practice
states that witnesses could be disadvantaged by having details of their cases
made known to adversaries or by informing adversaries of the existence of
certain evidence beneficial to their cases.

5
b

Australia, Senate 1988, Debates, p.4412.
From a judgement in a Western Australian Full Supreme Court case relating to the
admissabUity in court of evidence given before a parliamentary committee. Quoted in
Odgers, Australian Senate Practice (5th edition) Canberra, p.566.
Australia, Parliament 1981, House of Representatives Practice (ed. J A Pettifer), Canberra.
p.637.

2.23

The Committee advances the following propositions:
there is a strong presumption that evidence taken in camera or
documents treated as confidential by parliamentary committees
this presumption is related to the effectiveness in the working of

2.24 The presumption that documents treated as confidential by a committee
should not be released is aimed at protecting witnesses. The presumption is
weakened to a considerable extent if witnesses consent to the release of in
camera evidence or confidential documents. This is a prerequisite for release
for committees appointed under statute.8 If witnesses themselves actively seek
or consent to the release of these documents then, the question of protection of
witnesses is of very much less importance. This was the view in the report from
the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs (the
AAC).9 The House sought the AAC's advice on whether documents tendered to
it during the AAC inquiry into the effects of asbestos mining on the Baryulgi!
community, should be released so that they could be produced in a court.
2.25 The AAC reported on 25 November 1986. After receiving advice from
the Attorney-General, the AAC recommended that the documents be released
so that they could be produced in a court. Three reasons were given for the
recommendation. First, because the witnesses who presented the documents
have consented to their release, the report said the protection of the witnesses
does not affect a decision to release the documents. Second, there was a
significant public interest in the documents being available for use in the courts
and third there were no other impediments to the release of the documents in
the issues the committee considered.10
2.26 It follows then that in these circumstances the effective working of
parliamentary committees is not impaired. It is nevertheless possible that there
could be certain situations where release of in camera evidence or confidential
documents should not be granted even if witnesses consent to their release. The
Committee advances the following further propositions:
unless there are good reasons to the contrary

See for example subsection 11(3) Public Accounts Committee Act 1951 and subsection 23(4)
Public Works Committee Act 1969.
Australia, Parliament 1986, Certain documents tendered to the Committee during the
Baryutgil Community Inquiry: Report from the House of Representatives Standing Committee
on Aboriginal Affairs, Par!. Paper 355/1986, Canberra.
Par!. Paper 355/1986, p. 13.

the release of confidential documents when sought or consented to by witnesses does not prejudice the protection of
therefore does not affect adversely the effective working of
Identification of Issues: The Tyre Safety Inquiry Documents
2.27 The first proposition advanced by the Committee, that there should be a
strong presumption that confidentiality when given should not be taken away at
a later date, holds for this inquiry. The second proposition does not, because
the tyre manufacturers have objected to the release of their confidential
exhibits.
2.28 Goodyear asked for the maintenance of confidentiality because the out
of court settlement made it unnecessary for the documents to be produced in a
court. Bridgestone Australia Ltd, which has taken over Uniroyal, objected to
release because the exhibits contain claim records which it considered to be
highly sensitive and which were presented as confidential submissions and on
the basis that they would not be released to third parties. Pacific Dunlop Ltd
(Pacific Duniop), on behalf of Dunlop and Olympic advanced three reasons
against the release of the confidential exhibits the two companies presented to
the Road Safety Committee. First, it said that the exhibits could not be used in
court proceedings because such uses would be contrary to paragraphs 16(3) (a)
and (c) of the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987. Second, Pacific Dunlop says
the Duniop and Olympic exhibits probably would not be admissible because
they would not be material to the plaintiff's claim which is against Goodyear.
Pacific Dunlop finally say the confidential material was submitted on the
understanding that the material would be treated as evidence taken in camera
and if this information is made available for subpoena, 'public confidence and
trust in the standards of confidentiality kept by the House and its Committees
would be seriously, if not irretrievably, eroded'. The letters from Goodyear,
Bridgestone Australia Ltd and Pacific Dunlop are at Attachment 5.
2.29 There are two other disadvantages associated with the release of confidential exhibit numbers 44,47,48 and 49. The first is referred to by Pacific
Dunlop, namely that the 27 March 1980 letter from the chairman of the Road
Safety Committee promised confidentiality as a pre-condition for receiving the
statistical information.
2.30 The second and related matter is that the documents were brought into
existence solely for the purpose of the tyre safety inquiry. The information in
the exhibits complies closely to the information sought in the March 1980
letter.

2.31 On the other side of the scale is the interests of justice, the view that the
plaintiffs case would be assisted and expedited if the confidential exhibits were
released.
2.32 The Committee believes that confidential exhibits numbers 44 and 47-49
may assist in identifying the one Australian tyre manufacturer the tyre safety
report said acted irresponsibly. In other words, these exhibits could go to the
heart of court proceedings for damages against Goodyear. This was the case too
with Baryulgilu but unlike Baryuigil there could be other means of obtaining
the relevant information.
2.33 Although the exhibits are confidential it is clear that the statistics in the
exhibits were extracted from information already held by the manufacturers.
The period covered by each manufacturer is not identical and ranges from 1974
or later through to 1979. The relevant statistics supplied by Goodyear could be
obtained by the use of court procedures, for example, subpoena of documents
or discovery of documents.12 Discovery of relevant statistics held by Goodyear
would assist the plaintiff to prove, if the statistics permitted such proof, that
Goodyear had, and knew it had, a high claim rate in its initial period of
steel-belted radial tyre production.
2.34 The Committee believes that in the matters before it the interests of
justice may be served by normal court procedures. It would be unusual for the
tyre manufacturers not to keep statistics on production, tyre claims and so
forth, and it is only in such circumstances that the House should be
approached for the release of confidential documents. Put in another way, one
should ask what the position would have been had there been no parliamentary
inquiry.
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Parl. Paper 355/1986, p.57.
This pre-trial procedure available to both parties in a civil proceedings case enables either
of them to compel the other to furnish a list of documents in their possession.

Conclusions
3.35 The Committee has to weigh the value of protecting the evidence of
witnesses against the interests of justice. The arguments for each side of the
scale has been put forward in preceding paragraphs,
3.36 The starting point in the weighing up process is the strong presumption
that confidentiality of evidence, when once given, will be preserved. Unlike the
Baryulgil case, this presumption has not been affected by witnesses consenting
to the release of confidential documents. In fact, and once again unlike the
Baryulgil case, this presumption has been strengthened, considerably by the
prior undertaking of confidentiality given to the Australian tyre manufacturers
in respect of key exhibit numbers 44,47,48 and 49; and the fact that these
exhibits were brought into existence solely for the purpose of the tyre safety
inquiry.
3.37 This set of circumstances constitute a very strong case for the preservation of the confidentiality of key exhibit numbers 44,47.48 and 49, When
confidentiality is requested and then given, and even more so when it is
promised in advance and thus becomes a pre-condition for receiving information, a 'contract' has been entered into between a committee and the provider
of the information. Such a contract is not enforceable legally. The Committee
holds firmly to the view that the House has a strong moral obligation to
protect such a contract.
3.38 Not to do so, by authorising release of these documents for use in a
court, could seriously impair the future effectiveness of the working of parliamentary committees because witnesses could refuse to be forthcoming in
what they say or provide, knowing full well that they could be disadvantaged in
court proceedings by release of evidence, What is more the word of the
Parliament could amount to nought and the integrity of the institution could be
called into question,
3.39 Against this the other side of the scale is the interests of justice. The
argument is that the plaintiff's case would be assisted and expedited and the
hearing of the claim would be properly and adequately conducted if the
confidential exhibits, (and particularly key exhibit numbers 44,47,48 and 49),
were released for use in a court.

3.40 Reference has already been made to the discovery of documents in court
proceedings. In respect of exhibit numbers 44,47,48 and 49 the Committee
concludes as follows:
the circumstances of the tyre safety inquiry case constitute a
very strong presumption that the confidentiality of key exhibit
numbers 44,47,48 and 49 should be preserved and this outweighs
considerably the interests of justice
which are insubstantial if court procedures can discover the
statistics on which exhibit 49 (Goodyear) were based and
notwithstanding the absence of discovery of statistics on
which exhibit 49 (Goodyear) were based.
3.41 So far the analysis has dealt only with the key (4) exhibits. The reference
from the House asked for the advice of the committee on ail confidential
exhibits. Principles have been enunciated in respect of protecting confidentiality
(see paragraph 2.8) but with the exception of exhibit 36 there is no interest of
justice to weigh against because of a request from the solicitors for the plaintiff
that the request for release of confidential exhibits be restricted to exhibits 36
and 49 (see paragraph 1.17). in respect of exhibit 36 the Committee finds that
the benefits of preserving confidentiality outweigh any interests of justice.
Advice to the House
3.42

The Committee advises the House that:
(a) the confidential exhibits as referred to in Appendix 9 of the
report on tyre safety by the Standing Committee on Road Safety
should not be presented to the House by the Committee for the
purpose of the House granting leave to a petitioner or his or her
legal representatives to issue and serve a subpoena for the
production of those exhibits to a court and
(b) in similar references the House should ask the relevant committee when making its decisions to take into consideration the
concepts and propositions enunciated by the Committee in this
report.

JOHN SAUNDERSON
Chairman
6 March 1989
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This is a Proof Issue. Corrections that honourable memben suggest for the Weekly issue
and the Bound Volumes should be lodged with the office of lbs Principal Parliamentary
er it BOOB possible

BY AUTHORITY OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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of the accident.
domestic product to around I per e*nl
this forthcoming year. We have dramatically
improved living standards for the Australian
people. The Opposition has enunciated no

port in paragraph numbered 157 tlie
permit ih« Clerk to announce a petition
lodged by the honourable member for Parkes
(Mr Cobb) from Snedden, Hall and Gallop,
barristers and solicitors.

manufacturer acted irresponsibly in not
stages of its steel betted radial production which, the manufacturer knew, were
failing at sn unacceptably high rate and
many

been presented—To the Honourable
Speaker and Members of the House of
resentatives of the Commonwealth of
in

lie committee received certain evidence from numerous
parties both individual and otherwise.
Among the evidence received were v&rstatistics reports, transcripts

Snedden Hall and Gallop of 4th Floor
I London Circuit Canberra

the report of the committee.

!. Your petitioner is &
Burke solicitors of 21 Forbes Street
Trundle in the State of New South
Wales on behalf of Glenn Fearraide in
an action for damages for negligence
commenced in the Supreme Court of
New South Wales against The Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co. (Aust.) Limited ss first defendant and N. W. Aghan
as second defendant. The said action has

Certain of the said exhibits appearing in
the appendix 9 of the report of the committee were marked with an asterisk as
"confidential" and in particular certain
documents prepared by or on behalf of,
and submitted by Goodyear Tyr and
t-)
In order to properly and adequately
conduct the hearing of the claim by
Glenn Fearnside it shall be necessary to
adduce evidence tending so show mat-

irres
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appearing in appendix 9 of the report of
the committee.
9. The conduct of the said proceedings

his, her or their duties in the
Parliament.
Dated the 29th day of November 1988.

plaintiff could call on the evidence which
has been tendered to the committee.
Your petitioner therefore humbly prays And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will
that this Honourable House will publish
or authorise the publication of the transcript of &11 proceedings of the commit- House) (3.50)—by leave—I move:
tee inclusive of the transcript of sll oral
(t) that Out House grants leave to Snedden, Hall
evidence taken by the committee and
and GeBop to essue a subpoena for the production in court of <he published records of
all documents tendered or presented by
sll proceeding and the report of the House
each and every party appearing and givof Representatives Standing Committee on
ing evidence before the committee or
Road Safety in its inquiry into tyre safety;
otherwise and in particular all "ex(2) thst ihts House grants leave to en approprihibits" as referred to in appendix 9 of
ate officer off officers of the House to attend
the report of the committee.
in court and produce the said records and the
official report of the committee, provided thst
Your petitioner further humbly prays
such an officer or officers shall not be rethat this Honourable House:
quired to attend si any time which would
prevent the performance of their duties in the
(a) Will grant leave to your Petitioner
Parliament; and
to take possession of all documents
of any nature referred to in
(3) that the following matter be referred to the
Standing Committee on Transport, Commuparagraph 10 aforesaid including all
nications and Infrastructure for consideration
reports of oral evidence to the comand advice to the House; Whether confidenmittee and to permit the productial exhibits as referred to in Appendix 9 of
tion and admission into evidence of
the report ©a tyre safety by the Standing
any or all of such documents reCommittee on Road Safety should be presented to the House by the Standing Commitferred to Ui paragraph 10 aforesaid
tee on Transport, Communications and
as well as any and all oral evidence
Infrastructure for the purpose of the House
taken by the committee of and ingranting leave to a petitioner or his or bet
cidental to the enquiry of the
legal representatives to issue and serve a subcommittee.
poena for the production of those exhibits to
a court

Will grant leave to an appropriate
Officer or Officers of the House to
attend in Court as and when necessary to produce the official report
of the House of Representatives
Standing Committee on road safety
June 1980 titled "Tyre Safety*4 and
the full transcript of the proceedings of the committee resulting in
the preparation of the report of the
committee inclusive of all "exhibits" referred to in appendix 9 of
the report of the committee and to
give evidence in relation to the conduct of the inquiry which led to
that report, providing that such Officer or Officers should not be re-

This motion seeks to give leave for the issue
of a subpoena for the production in court of
the published records of proceedings and the
report of the House of Representatives
Standing Committee on Road Safety in its
inquiry into tyre safety and for the attendance of an appropriate officer or officers in
court to produce the documents.

would prevent the performance of

Parliamentary Privilege. I emphasise that the

Whilst it is held in some quarters that
leave of the House is not required for the
production of certain parliamentary documents m court, the House has not made a
decision to discontinue the practice. Honourable members may recall that a resolution
on this matter was presented in draft form
as part of the package of resolutions to complete the implementation of the recommen-
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may be put in any court or tribunal is strictly

€r

understand, have never been presented to
the House and, there now being no Road

Act

- Relevant prescribed interests or direc-

mjttec, being the Committee which now es- T h e }**? Minister for_
compasses the area covered by the Road raurucations. Senator "
Safety Committee, should consider this pounced the Goves
introduce these new limits on 28 October

Mr FIFE (Hume) (3.53)-The Opposition supports the motion that has been moved
by the Leader ©f the House (Mr Beadey).
In so doing, and particularly in reference to
the House, could ! perhaps, through you Mr
Deputy Speaker, seek ah indication from the
Leader of the House whether it is intended
that the Committee on Transport, Communications and Infrastructure might meet and
report back to the House tomorrow? I think
some attempt will be made for the Committee to meet, and I would like to commend
the Leader of the House for moving the
motion in the way he has. The House really
needs to have advice from the Committee
before it can consider the last part of the

because of minor changes in the service areas
commercial radio or television stations or
because of changes in census count popuiation 8gures within relevant service areas.

of

amendments is provided in the explanatory
memorandum to the Bill. The amendments
are of a minor, technical nature and involve
no change in the Government's policy toward the grandfathering of relevant interests.
In essence, that policy is to protect legitimate
interests acquired before the date of Government announcement or where they were acquired after that date but only breach
relevant ownership and control Umits be>f minor

delegate his or her powers to make determi-
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Attachments to submission:

Extract from Consumer Reports,, April

under the National Traffic S$ot©r Vehicle

Corporation's submissions:
Newspaper and aagazine c l i p p i n g s ,
pamphlets and news release concerning
Extracts from following

publications:

The Physics of Tyre Traction Theory and Experiment
Tyres
Choice report on t e s t s completed in
Transcript of radio interview.

Letter from Kleber (Australia)

Pty Ltd to

Graphs contained in document e n t i t l e d :
Summary of Kleber Check on I n f l a t i o n .
Department of Business and Consumer

17

>0£t, J.C. Fos, M.C. Good,

Association, Inc.

18

Safety Rules In Tyre Care - Australian

An Invitation to Becose a Meaber ©f the

of submission containing confidential
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Document e n t i t l e d :

The Big F i r e s t o n e

Radial T i r e f And" What You Can Do If You Wert
Among The Stung.
Uniroyal Pty Ltd. Submission dated 27
November 1979 and s e c t i o n s of the submission
dated 17 September 1979, e n t i t l e d 'Tyre
Engineering and Design 1 and 'Tyre S a f e t y ' .
Uniroyal Pty Ltd.

Various documents for

Bandag Manufacturing Pty Ltd.
Correspondence
concerning common age code b r a n d i n g , USA t y r e
grade l a b e l l i n g , and US a o t o r v e h i c l e s a f e t y
standard on r e t r e a d i n g .
Australian Automobile A s s o c i a t i o n .
Correspondence containing r e s u l t s of
pressure surveys in v a r i o u s S t a t e s .

tyre

Australian Automobile Chamber of Commerce.
Correspondence concerning t r a i n i n g on t y r e
Australian Consumers' A s s o c i a t i o n .
Correspondence concerning the adequacy of
A u s t r a l i a n Design Rules 20 and 2 3 , and
complaints received on s t e e l - b e l t e d r a d i a l s .
A Brief Study of S t e e l - B e l t e d Radial Passenger
Car Tyre F a i l u r e s for Mew South Wales
Department of Motor Transport T r a f f i c Accident
Research Unit. Rtport prepared by Layton Tyre
34

National Roads and M o t o r i s t s ' Association
(NRMA). Correspondence concerning a t y r e
inflation pressure survey.
Dunlop Automotive and I n d u s t r i a l Group.
Correspondence c o n t a i n i n g t y r e claims
Correspondence from Goodyear Tyre and Rubber
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non-uniformity l i m i t s ;
improvements to Goodyear t y r s s ;
t e s t s on non-uni foraii t y , under inflation,

t e s t s on non-uniforaifcy and

improvements to Uniroyal tyres

Sumitomo Rubber I n d u s t r i e s , Ltd.

Claisa rate

An Enquiry into Alleged F a i l u r e s , Report by
Traffic Accident Research UnitT'dated Hoveaber
Report on Enquiries Made Concerning the Safety

. Report on a survey of the accuracy
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Department of Transport. Correspondence
concerning measures taken by tyre
manufacturers to reduce the s e n s i t i v i t y
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DATA REQUIRED
For each half-yearly production period since
production of steel radials began list:
(1)

the total number of claims to date (regardless
of when the claim was subsequently made)

(2)

the projected total number of claims which will
be achieved at the termination of the service
life

(3)

the total number of tyres produced

(t)

the claim rate and projected claim rates*
calculated from (1) and (3) and (2) and (3)
above, i.e. claims expressed as a percentage
of the number of tyres produced in each period.

The data should be particularised by geographical
area. If no more precise data are available, the data could
be provided in terms of States and Territories. The data
should also be particularised for tyre size. It will be
sufficient if the data are provided for two groups of sizes:
(1)

tyres of size designation 185 R14/ER78/14 and
greater; and

(2)

other sizes.

The claim rates should be particularised by basis
of claim. The following break-up should be provided if
statistics are available: separations, carcass break-up, nonuniformity, and others. If these particular break-ups are not
available the nearest available equivalent should be used.
*A detailed description of the method of estimating the
projected claim rate should be provided.
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ATTACHMENT 5
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for such doeussefttat ion no longer
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an out of Court settlement w i t h hessrs DunhiU
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Standing Committee on Transport,
ECEIVEi)
L»,,Jnr.B.,j^J-,

v?j$i OP r:

We are instructed to write to you to advise that our
not agreeable to the release of the confidential
The reason for its objection is that the exhibits were
presented to the Standing Committee on Hoad Safety as
confidential submissions and on the basis that they would not
Some of the information contained in the exhibits relate to
our client's claims records which clearly are confidential and
contain information which our client regards highly sensitive.

our

documents are now sought, i.e. to assist the party in civil
litigation is not in any way related to the enquiry being
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further reason for the non-release of this sensitive and
confidential information.
We would appreciate hearing from you with your confirmation
that the documents will not be released.
Yours faithfully.
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16th February, 1989.

Mr. M.E. Aldons,
Secretary,
Standing Committee on
Transport, Communications
Infrastructure,
House of Representatives,
Parliament House,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
L A N D I N G COMMITTEE ON
TRA.N$t>O»T. COMMUNICATIONS

Dear Sir,

I refer to your letter dated 15th December, 1988 and the Petition dated 29th November, 1988
attached.
Pacific Dunlop Ltd. on behalf of Dunlop Australia Ltd. ("Dunlop") and The Olympic Tyre and
Rubber & Co. Pty. Ltd. ("Olympic") objects to the Standing Committee on Transport,
Communications and Infrastructure ("the Committee") presenting confidential exhibits 24,35,44,
37 and 47 of Appendix 9 of the Report on Tyre Safety (11th September, 1980) to the House of
Representatives.
The position appears to be that if the confidential exhibits are submitted to The House with a
recommendation from the Committee that leave be given to the Plaintiff to issue a subpoena in
respect of the confidential exhibits, it is likely that The House will give the Plaintiff leave.
1.
Pacific Dunlop submits that it would be an abuse of the processes of the House for leave to
be given for the issuing of a subpoena by the Plaintiff seeking production of the confidential
exhibits because the Plaintiff would not be able to tender the reports at the Trial of the action in
any event by reason of the prohibition set out in Section 16 (3) of the Parliamentary Privileges Act
1987 ("the Act").

Pacific Dunlop Limited. (Incorporated in Victoria)
500 Bourkc Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000. GPO Box 772H, Melbourne 3001.
Telephone 602 4244. Telex AA33914. FAX 602 5625.
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"In proceedings in any Court or Tribunal it is not lawful for evidence to be tendered or
received, questions asked or statements, submissions or comments made, concerning
(a)

Questioning or relying on the truth, motive, intention of goodfaitb of
anything forming part of those proceedings in

(b)

Otherwise questioning or establishing the credibility, motive, intention of
goodfaitfe of any person; or

(c)

Drawing, or inviting the drawing of inferences or conclusions wholly or
partly from anything forming part of those proceedings in Parliament."

Section 16 (2) defines "proceedings in Parliament" to mean all words spoken and acts done in the
course of, or for the purposes of or incidental to the transacting of business of a House or of a
Committee including the giving of evidence in the presentation or submission of a document to
Paragraph 5 of the Petition states that Section 51 of the Report concluded as follows: "It is concluded that one Australian tyre manufacturer acted irresponsibly in not recalling
tyres produced in the initial stages of its steel belted radial production which, the
manufacturer knew, were failing at an unacceptably high rate and were thus placing many
Paragraph 8 of the Petition states that in order to properly and adequately conduct the hearing of
the claim by the Plaintiff it would be necessary to adduce evidence tending to show matters such
as the identity of the "one Australian tyre manufacturer" which acted irresponsibly in failing to
Finally, paragraph 9 states that the conduct of the proceedings would be assisted and expedited if
the Plaintiff could call upon the evidence which had been tended to the Committee.
In the respectful opinion of Pacific Dunlop, if the Plaintiff referred to the confidential exhibits as
foreshadowed in the Petition - that is, to assit him to identify the "one Australian manufacturer" he would be relying on the truth of matters contained in the Report and/or would be drawing or
inviting the drawing of inferences from matters contained in the Report concerning the one
Australian manufacturer's identity and thus would be acting contrary to Sections 16 (3) (a) and (c)
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2.
The Plaintiffs claim is against The Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co. (Aust) Ltd. In these
circumstances, Pacific Dunlop submits that any information concerning Olympic or Dunlop Tyres
submitted to the Committee for Road Safety would not be material to the Plaintiffs claim and
would probably not be admissible as evidence in any event. Again, Pacific Dunlop submits that
should the House give leave to the Plaintiff to issue a subpoena respecting the confidential reports
in circumstances where they would not be admissible as evidence in any event it would be an
abuse of the processes of The House.
3.
Dunlop and Olympic provided confidential material to the Committee for Road Safety for
the purposes of the Inquiry on the understanding that the material would be treated as evidence
taken in camera in accordance with long standing Westminster tradition. Dunlop and Olympic are
greatly concerned that their trust and understanding may have been misplaced. Had they been
aware of theriskthat the confidential documents could later be produced in Court at the time that
the documents were prepared, Olympic and Dunlop could have taken additional steps to protect
their position. It is respectfully submitted that should the confidential exhibits be made available
for subpoena, public confidence and trust in the standards of confidentiality kept by The House
and its Committees would be seriously, if not irretrievably, eroded. It is also respectfully
submitted that this would be contrary to the public interest.
On behalf of Olympic and Dunlop, Pacific Dunlop submits that for these reasons the Committee
should recommend to The House that the Plaintiff not be given leave to issue a subpoena with
respect to the confidential exhibits.
Pacific Dunlop also requests that should the Committee incline to a decision to recommend to
The House that leave be given to issue the subpoena that it be given a further opportunity to make
submissions to the Committee and also reasonable forewarning of any recommendation to be
made to the House.
Yours faithfully,
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